SSHHS Credit Recovery For Failed Classes

After a student has failed a CORE class at South Summit High School, there are a few options to recover the credit.

1. **A student can re-take the class** during the school year and recover the failed credit. Because South Summit runs on a semester system, a student would need to retake at least a full Semester of the class, even if they only failed one quarter. If a student meets with a counselor and makes a plan in advance, retaking the course can replace the original “F” on the transcript.

2. **A student can do a Credit Recovery course through the online Edgenuity program.** The Edgenuity credit recovery courses cover only the essential curriculum for the quarter the student failed. These classes DO NOT replace the failing grade on a transcript, but will show up as a “P” and provide credit toward graduation. All Edgenuity Credit Recovery classes are .25 credits. Edgenuity says these courses take about 15 hours to complete, on average.

3. **A Student can do an Edgenuity Credit Replacement course.** The Edgenuity Credit Replacement courses cover the entire curriculum for the quarter failed. These classes will replace the “F” on a student’s transcript, as long as Edgenuity offers the exact same course. Edgenuity does not offer credit replacement for all South Summit Courses. For example, there are no Honors Math classes on Edgenuity. Edgenuity says these courses take about 30-35 hours to complete, on average. The grade earned will be the grade that replaces the “F” on the transcript.

4. **A student can do credit recovery/replacement through an accredited outside school that is willing send a transcript to South Summit.** There are several outside options, some are free and some charge a fee. It is the student’s responsibility to make sure the school is accredited and that they are taking the right course to replace the failed class. Any class labeled “Credit Recovery” through an outside school, will NOT replace an “F” on a transcript. Only Original Credit classes can be used to replace an “F” and arrangements for grade replacement must be made with the student’s counselor before beginning the class.

*South Summit DOES NOT offer Edgenuity courses for original credit, only for credit recovery!*